CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter provides the conclusion of the findings and suggestion for the study. It included what have been discussed in chapter IV.

5.1. Conclusion

After discussed the data, the writer found some conclusions to answer her research problems. The implicature is the important thing in songs. The implicature carries the imply meaning with it.

5.1.1. The hierarchy of motive in “Skyscraper” are physiological, self actualization and safety. In “Let It Go” and “Warrior” are self actualization and safety. Then in “This is Me” are self actualization and esteem. That songs are from Demi Lovato. Whereas in One Direction songs, “What Makes You Beautiful” and “Little Things” are esteem and social needs. Then in “Drag Me Down” are self actualization and social needs.

5.1.2. Based on the analysis implicature in “Skyscraper” is the girl who rise and standing powerfully because she fight and defeat them. In “Let It Go” the implicature is the girl showing her power to everyone. Then in “Warrior” the implicature is show that the girl is strong to fight back. Furthermore in “This is Me” the implicature
show the girl believe in herself, being confidence and wants to show to everyone her talent. Whereas in the implicature in One direction songs, “What Makes You Beautiful” and “Little Things” the implicature show the man motivated and wants his girl to be confidence by herself. Then in “Drag Me Down” the implicature show the man is motivated by his girl so he can be strong.

5.2. Suggestion

For the next researchers who wants to understand about the implicature of motivating words. The researcher has some recommendations as follow:

5.2.1. Motivating words not only occurs in the songs but also in drama, movie, speech and print book, such as comic, novel and other. The language is the main communication to each other. So, for the next researcher can use other object to finds the level of hierarchy of motive or find the other aspect of motivation such as the intrinsic and extrinsic element.

5.2.2. For the next researcher, to find the meaning it can used many kinds of dictionary or interpret the meaning by look back the background of the songs or other object, the writer and the singer of the song by finds the biography of them, and also what is the era of the song or other object to make the image or get the imply meaning of
implicature. The next researcher must read regularly the object so can feel the meaning or what the message of the object.